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HYDRO SUPER HUMMER CONFIGURATIONS
Overall Length & Plumbing Size
The length and the plumbing size of the Hydro Super Hummer is import-
ant to any operation to get into deeper holding pits and pump more gal-
lons. Hydro will work with you to find the right combination to make sure 
your Super Hummer works for your operation.

Hydraulic Running Gear
The Super Hummer’s come standard with a hydraulic running gear. This 
feature makes getting the Hummer over the holding pit’s berm and keeping 
it level as you position it over your lagoon.

Header Pump Options
The heart of the Super Hummer is the header pump that’s attached. Hydro 
offers a wide variety of header pumps to match the gallons per minute 
you’re looking to pump & your price range. The newest available option to 
the header pump lineup is the Nuhn triple port pit pump.

Nuhn Header Pump

The Nuhn triple port header pump 
is one of the most efficient pit 
pumps on the market today and it’s 
not outfitted onto the Hydro Super 
Hummer!

This pump has also been tried and 
tested on the Hydro 65’ boom lead 
pump truck.

Discharge Fittings

Do you have a specific discharge 
fitting that you want installed on 
your new Super Hummer? 

Hydro is able to fit any type of 
discharge you’re looking for to this 
unit making it customizable to 
your operation.

* Not all options and variations of the Hydro Super Hummer are listed in 
this brochure. Contact Hydro Engineering for more information.

Hydro’s Pit Pal unit can also be 
attached in place of the Nuhn 
triple port pump.

Left: Duel HP61 Hydro Pit Pals 
have been attached to match a 
customers unique specifications.

*50’ in Length w/ 10” Plumbing


